Brenda Brewer: (11/28/2017 14:29) Good day and welcome to CCT-RT Plenary #63 on 29 November 2017 @ 14:00 UTC.
Brenda Brewer: (14:30) Please note that this meeting will be recorded. When not speaking, you may mute your phones by pressing *6. Press *6 to unmute. Thank you!
Jordyn A Buchanan: (11/29/2017 08:01) Hello!
Jordyn A Buchanan: (08:01) I am in a loud place.
Jonathan Zuck: (08:01) Good day!
Jordyn A Buchanan: (08:01) I am going to try to mostly stay on mute.
Jean-Baptiste Deroulez: (08:02) Hello
Jonathan Zuck: (08:02) Do people at Google realize their dreams are coming true on CCT calls?
Jordyn A Buchanan: (08:02) I also have to leave in about 50 minutes, so I'm not sure if that advocates switching #3 and #2 on the agenda?
Jordyn A Buchanan: (08:02) Hmmmmmm.
Jordyn A Buchanan: (08:02) I think only Stephanie knows what CCT is. :-)
Jordyn A Buchanan: (08:02) So no.
Jonathan Zuck: (08:03) Ha!
Jonathan Zuck: (08:03) Come one, come all to the greatest show on earth! Jordyn on mute!
Jean-Baptiste Deroulez: (08:03) @Jonathan, let us know when you would like us to start the recording. thank you.
Jonathan Zuck: (08:03) 2 minutes I guess
Carlton Samuels: (08:05) Morning everybody
Carlton Samuels: (08:05) ISo's you know, I will bail out at 9:30 on account I have to go put on a suit for an AGM
David Taylor: (08:07) Surely you can put a suit on whilst you are listening Carlton?
David Taylor: (08:07) :-)
Carlton Samuels: (08:08) Gotta drive for 25 mins too
Jordyn A Buchanan: (08:09) An hour and a half before the call! :-)

Brian Aitchison: (08:11) I see a "frustrate" remaining in Rec 5
Brian Aitchison: (08:11) Under "Rationale/Related Findings"
Jean-Baptiste Deroulez: (08:11) good catch!
Waudo Siganga: (08:11) some background noise
Jordyn A Buchanan: (08:11) Yes.
Jordyn A Buchanan: (08:11) I am in a very loud place.
Jordyn A Buchanan: (08:12) Sorry.
Jordyn A Buchanan: (08:12) Good catch Brian--we can fix that along with the rest.
Kaili Kan: (08:12) Rec. 3 "... were been sold at discounted prices."
David Taylor: (08:12) Its better to type than to put your hand up as if you put your hand up you get passed over ;-)
Jordyn A Buchanan: (08:13) Haha.
Jordyn A Buchanan: (08:13) I think you can go, David.
Jordyn A Buchanan: (08:13) Jonathan has an Adobe Connect plugin that screens out David.
David Taylor: (08:13) line just dropped as you said that
Jordyn A Buchanan: (08:13) Yes, we can hear you.
Jean-Baptiste Deroulez: (08:13) ;)
Calvin Browne: (08:16) apologies for being late - network problems
David Taylor: (08:16) Thanks J
Carlton Samuels: (08:16) Who decides what is a 'defensive' registration? Is it not the TM holder?
Carlton Samuels: (08:18) "Jonathan. Thanks. That's why I would think we can also take a proxy measure for success.
Calvin Browne: (08:20) .
David Taylor: (08:21) sorry
Jean-Baptiste Deroulez: (08:23) you all have scrolling rights, we are on page 27.
Jean-Baptiste Deroulez: (08:24) consolidation of recs 7.8
Jean-Baptiste Deroulez: (08:25) we are on p.30 now
Carlton Samuels: (08:30) @Laureen I agree remove it. Red flag to evey bull on the field.
Carlton Samuels: (08:31) Ggotta run now
Jonathan Zuck: (08:33) page 38
Laureen Kapin: (08:34) I think we need to see Rec. 12 on screen.
Drew Bagley: (08:43) I agree w/ Laureen - it's important to be precise on that one
Drew Bagley: (08:43) in the current climate
Jordyn A Buchanan: (08:53) I have to drop. Let me know if there's anything I can do offline.
Jonathan Zuck: (08:54) Thanks Jordyn
David Taylor: (08:57) Agree good to have that in yes
Calvin Browne: (09:04).
Jonathan Zuck: (09:04) that's right but it's good for the next discussion
David Taylor: (09:08) That's what happens when you go for a wee!
David Taylor: (09:12) As long as we don't have "Indo pacific" in there....
Kaili Kan: (09:13) I believe "Latin America" includes the Caribbean.
David Taylor: (09:13) Africa, Latin America, and the developing countries in Asia
David Taylor: (09:14) ?
David Taylor: (09:14) Its the former Third World no?
Brian Aitchison: (09:14) "Global South" is commonly accepted in economics and political science circles, not necessarily southern hemisphere
Brian Aitchison: (09:15) but countries tend to be in the south
Brian Aitchison: (09:15) correct Jonathan
Calvin Browne: (09:17) the first para of wikipedia is interesting
Brian Aitchison: (09:17) Furthermore, the geographical boundaries of the Global South continues to be a source of ongoing debate
Brian Aitchison: (09:17) quoted from wiki. think it's ok to include. mid-east is a postcolonial region
Brian Aitchison: (09:18) also mid-east is in asia
David Taylor: (09:18) Wikipedia is not necessarily the defining source mind...
Brian Aitchison: (09:18) but it's a perfectly acceptable overview. think we're splitting hairs here. it's a fluid definition
David Taylor: (09:19) I can see also on Wikipedia that sit includes Midedle East
David Taylor: (09:19) https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__en.wikipedia.org_wiki_North-25E2-2580-2593South-5Fdivide&d=DwICaQ&c=FmY1u3PJp6wrcrwll3mSVzgfkbPSS6sJms7xcl4I5cM&r=kbiQDH54
David Taylor: (09:20) Having said that we can't get it perfect.
David Taylor: (09:20) either with or without Middle East is the question. Agree with the rest
David Taylor: (09:21) I can certainly live with it.
Calvin Browne: (09:21) it does seem to be a fluid term, and we do lose some of it's 'meaning' with our definition
David Taylor: (09:22) Nice map here: https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__en.wikipedia.org_wiki_North-25E2-2580-2593South-5Fdivide-23_media_File-3ANorth-5FSouth-5Fdivide.svg&d=DwICaQ&c=FmY1u3Pjp6wrcrwl3mSVzgfkbPSS6sJms7xcl4I5cM&r=kbiQDH54980u4nTPfwdloDLY6-6F24x0ArAvhdeDvvc&m=0r7rqSDlW9KrbwHGLka-fDs2WU3uDldhFVSAJPUdP-4&s=iJpIk8pyrT7-nDDTAPf5jP BjE1djZtWgTBFiO3ERV2Q&e=
Calvin Browne: (09:23) yeah - that will work
Jean-Baptiste Deroulez: (09:37) USG, ALAC, INTA, NCUC
Calvin Browne: (09:38) bye
Jean-Baptiste Deroulez: (09:38) thank you all
Kaili Kan: (09:38) Bye!
Drew Bagley: (09:38) thanks!
Drew Bagley: (09:38) ciao